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Learning Outcomes
This is a sentence completion exercise.

Characteristics of a University of Windsor
Graduate

At the end of the course, the successful student will know and be able
to:
A.
§ select and apply the most appropriate quantitative performance
measurement, cost accumulation, and management control
techniques to achieve operating, governance, and other strategic
objectives
§ establish the competencies required to meet or exceed professional
qualifications
B.
§ apply research skills to independently and collaboratively access
and analyze relevant information to address contemporary
managerial issues of operating and strategic performance and
control that are presented in four unstructured formats: an online
business simulation; cases; current events; academic research.
C.
§ undertake constructive debate and evaluation of proposed
strategies formulated and presented by their peers and recommend
improvements
D.
§ complete a collaborative, original research essay to present either
innovative methods and processes or innovative applications of
existing methods and processes to remedy existing weaknesses in
quantitative and qualitative analysis and resolution of strategic
management issues
E.
§ formulate appropriate strategies to address complex economic and
social issues of cost-effective compliance and governance for both
private and publicly held global companies operating in cultures with
diverse expectations
F.
§ complete a collaborative, original research essay to present either
innovative methods and processes or innovative applications of
existing methods and processes to remedy existing weaknesses in
quantitative and qualitative analysis and resolution of strategic
management issues (see above, D)
G.
§ self-select into collaborative groups to compete in an online business
simulation with peer groups from around the world
§ conduct and record formal, weekly self and peer assessment of the
outcomes of the simulation to improve upon the qualities of
productivity, reliability, timeliness, and quality in a simulated work
environment

A U of Windsor graduate will have the
ability to demonstrate:
A. the acquisition, application and
integration of knowledge
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B. research skills, including the ability to
define problems and access, retrieve
and evaluate information (information
literacy)

C. critical thinking and problem-solving
skills

D. literacy and numeracy skills

E. responsible behaviour to self, others
and society

F. interpersonal and communications
skills

G. teamwork, and personal and group
leadership skills

Learning Outcomes
This is a sentence completion exercise.

Characteristics of a University of Windsor
Graduate

At the end of the course, the successful student will know and be able
to:
H.

A U of Windsor graduate will have the
ability to demonstrate:
H. creativity and aesthetic appreciation

I.
I. the ability and desire for continuous
§ formulate appropriate strategies to address complex economic and
learning
social issues of cost-effective compliance and governance for both
private and publicly held global companies operating in cultures with
diverse expectations (see B, C, E above)
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